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ABSTRACT 
 

 

Milk Vita may be a milk production company that produces 
milk below its own name. it's in hand by People's Republic 
of Bangladesh Milk Producers Co-operative Union 
restricted, a cooperative managed by the govt. of People's 
Republic of Bangladesh. it's AN one among the quickest 
growing dairy farm in People's Republic of Bangladesh. 
Milk Vita-the largest developing dairy farm cooperative 
venture in People's Republic of Bangladesh deals with 
concerning 350,000L/day liquid milk production, collection, 
processing, and selling with a heterogeneous set of dairy 
farm merchandise nationwide & unrelentingly proving the 
parable of sure-fire rural prosperity as a model of least 
developed countries. And increasing its prosperity. In 
People's Republic of Bangladesh year-round 
(January???December) rate of milk production occurred 
as nine.97%, 10.01%, 9.20%, 8.59%, 8,17%, 8.37%, 
7.27%, 6.50%, 6.46%, 6,86%, 8.73% and 9.88% severally 
(1 Azad, MAK, 2001). In People's Republic of Bangladesh, 
the venture has with success developed a cooperative 
milk production and a few of the model like AMUL etc. 
Members offer milk to societies double each day on 
money payment with a discriminatory system of weekly 
basis matched on the day of every space. the speed of 
the farmer's milk is set supported fat and solid non-fat 
(SNF) share. 
Milk collected from citrus and Baghabarighat areas is 
processed at Baghabarighat dairy farm Plant for Powder 
Milk, Butter and drawn butter (butter oil) production. All 
merchandise of the organization area unit marketed below 
the brand of 'Milk Vita'. Milk collected from citrus and 
Baghabarighat areas is processed at Baghabarighat dairy 
farm Plant for Powder Milk, Butter and drawn butter (butter 
oil) production. All merchandise of the organization area 
unit marketed below the brand of 'Milk Vita'. India is AN 
existing ancient or informal system also as combating all 
styles of known challenges. Milk Vita covers annual rate of 
growth concerning terrorist organization in raw liquid milk 
production for the total nutrition thrust people in feverish 
mode augmenting sensible synchronization of year-round 
milk production (9.283 MMT i.e. 62.44 you look after 
demand), demand (14.865 MMT) & deficit (5.582 MMT, 
i.e. 37.55% of demand) (2 DLS:2016-2017) in People's 
Republic of Bangladesh. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Moreover, the mixing of community biogas plant, a 
ballroom dance service for gas, electricity, water and 
public health could create People's Republic of 
Bangladesh dairy farm economically potential, socially 
vital, ecologically wise and regionally competitive; and a  
regional dairy farm platform could expedite the method 
additional. Gradual phasing out of ancient selling that 
constitutes ninety two.4% of the entire milk, and opens 
windows of adulteration and therefore the exploitations of 
farmers, and mobilizing & directional public and personal 
investment could multiply the expansion of People's 
Republic of Bangladesh dairy farm Venture husbandry in 
People's Republic of Bangladesh is mostly characterized 
by small-scale, wide spreader and unorganized milk 
animal holders, low productivity, lack of assured year-
round remunerative producer worth for milk, lack of basic 
infrastructure for provision of production inputs, services 
and in particular lack of skilled management practices. 
Milk yield is additionally too low; 200-250L throughout the 
ten months lactation amount in distinction to 800L for 
Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 500L for Asian nation and 
700L of all Asia (National eutherian Development Policy, 
2007). A smart analysis and dairy farm development 
interventions area unit required boosting this example and 
ultimately Milk Vita??? legendary decade in People's 
Republic of Bangladesh unrelentingly doing constant. 
Estimation suggests that in People's Republic of 
Bangladesh milk production will increase five.98% 
annually wherever demand increase concerning 100 
percent because of increase of buying capability and food 
habit modification of customers. Therefore, the potential 
big selection of necessities for dairy farm 
entrepreneurship development/business opportunities in 
People's Republic of Bangladesh awaits and it's going to 
be synchronous by the institution of small-scale dairy farm 
enterprises and process plants through Milk Vita plenty 
providing applicable national & international dairy farm 
policy and institutional support services forwarding rural 
prosperity overcoming known challenges. In this paper the 
image of sure-fire husbandry in People's Republic of 
Bangladesh as a least developed country through Milk 
Vita has been showing its growth consequently. 
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